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Hello,

I'm very excited that MTC is investigating regional fare integration - I think it's an incredibly
important step to increase the usefulness and accessibility of our transit system. Multi-agency
transit passes and free transfers are great first steps, and I would encourage the MTC to adopt
those recommendations from the study. 

I live in San Francisco and work on the Peninsula, and had a Caltrain monthly pass from my
employer. BART + Caltrain would have been the most convenient option for me to commute
to work, but I didn't take it because my transit benefit wouldn't have covered the full cost.
Instead, I just took Caltrain, and spent more time commuting. I hope the MTC will approve
the initial Tier 1/Tier 2 recommendations and continue to pursue regional fare and network
integration, including a standardized regional fare structure. Making transit more appealing is
crucial to reduce emissions and combat climate change, and to ensure that people come back
to transit post-COVID. 

Thank you,
Graham
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Members of the MTC Fare Integration Task Force,

Thank you for your study of fare integration for Bay Area transit systems. Fare integration holds
great promise for increasing transit ridership and increasing equity for bay area populations, with
downstream effects of reducing vehicle collisions and greenhouse gases emissions via reduced
driving.

As a mother, I want my daughter and her future children to have as livable a world as we can provide
for them. Our actions now can make a crucial difference for the Bay Area.

I commuted from  to  for work for three years. My employer (  was able to
provide a CalTrain pass, which covered a large segment of my daily journey. However there were no
comprehensive pass options for my employer to offer, meaning that I still had to pay significant
amounts each month for the Bart and Muni segments. This reduced the money I was able to provide
for my family. A comprehensive pass for the Bay Area would have been most welcome.

I have seen the benefits of fare integration in other cities including Zurich and Milan. My sense is
that it enables people to afford a longer commute, thereby widening the "commute shed" for both
workers and employers.

While the pandemic has had many effects on local businesses, when I see shops with reduced hours
due to worker shortage, I can't help but think that increasing access via fare integration for lower-
income workers would be a big help. Commuting by car is a terrible, costly option.

I also remember helping a family at SFO that had just arrived from Europe, trying to get to San
Francisco. While they instinctively understood the benefits of rail (Bart) and a transit pass, they were
dismayed by the prospect of having to buy additional tickets or passes for Muni. They did not
understand the lack of a comprehensive transit pass. They felt almost unwelcome in our famously
diverse region.

I fully support the Task Force's initial recommendations, including a multi-agency transit pass pilot
(start in 2022), and free local and regional transfers (start in 2023).

I encourage you to go further. Greater benefits would come from full fare integration. I see that
increasing transit ridership is the best way to increase transit usage and reducing greenhouse gases.
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One of the biggest impediments to transit use is the number of transfers, which increase the
time and uncertainty of any given trip. If those transfers are between agencies, that increases
the cost, further disincentivizing the use of transit for the trip.

We need better timing of connections between modes of transit, but we also need to make
those connections as painless as possible with regard to fares.

Thank you,
Martin 
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Dear Fare Integration Task Force,

As someone who flies into the Bay Area and then takes transit, my head spins that there are 27
different transit agencies to have to plan trips on.  Does not help with trip planning and as the
inconveniences pile up, those who land and can choose to rent a car normally do.

Furthermore, the fact there is no day pass for most is a big problem for me.  I have to plan my
trips on Excel about a week or two out and calculate fare for each agency I intend to ride.  I
remember in 2019 I had to calculate both fares and schedules for riding four agencies.  This
October 2021 trip I intend to take no less than six or seven agencies just to see San Francisco +
Oakland from the land and sea.

I’ve been monitoring this process thru Seamless Bay Area’s advocacy.  For now, I would sincerely
support free transfers and fare capping.  The go-anywhere pass for employers also sounds good,
I understand the Sound Transit-led ORCA Pod has such passes.  Not just do these measures
make it easier for folks who fly in to choose transit first, but also reduce vehicle miles traveled
(VMT) for residents and commuters.  All good for the environment.

Also all good steps towards an integrated fare system that the Bay Area desperately needs.  27
different agencies with their own fares, schedules and maintenance needs is not the way to
manage a transit ecosystem.

Thanks,

Joe  
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Thank you for spearheading and publishing the recent fare integration study, which shows
major benefits for fare integration in increasing transit ridership and providing a more
convenient passenger experience.

Given the multiple transit networks existing in the Bay Area and the wide spread of
destinations, employment opportunities, and recreation throughout the region, I strongly
support greater transit fare integration. I use Caltrain, BART, Muni, and Capitol Corridor, and
often cross multiple transit systems during the same trip. Integrated fares would make transit
easier and more affordable for me, and more attractive to new users.

I support the study's initial recommendations: a pilot for multi-agency transit passes starting in
2022, and free local and regional transfers starting in 2023.  Further, I urge you to pursue the
deeper levels of fare integration that the study shows to have the largest ridership benefits and
driving reductions. 

Thank you,

Jeffrey 



September 19, 2021

Dear Fare Integration Task Force members, Transit Agency Board Members, and MTC Commissioners,

Thank you very much for advancing the Regional Fare Coordination and Integration study.

We strongly support the initial recommendations of the study, including:
● Piloting multi-agency transit passes that can be distributed to riders by employers,

transportation management associations, colleges/universities, and housing developments.
(“Tier 1”)

● Free transfers across the region (“Tier 2”), which is estimated to bring at least 25,000 new daily
riders to transit - as much as some of our region’s flagship bus lines

Within Tier 1, we encourage moving up affordable housing developments in priority for the pilot, since
this has the potential for substantial equity benefits, and will provide valuable pilot feedback from a
diverse set of low-income transit riders.

https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/ss/c/tTBUZwcBH_2q13Ow12s-jckP20jWxBj3X4ev8eQSSIy3xELxy-gwghDjaXnqwIltn5AZsiGyo02sWyYhpIkqjUlaffJnh95w2bRzDGYwAWs_PVgN1IcYcb2p-WOdnW6-xdH3wwZ7hHAcTiyjltzlqEBXT_rQ-Uq0p7mSfF8Nf9WFCzSHFmmue8o6aifmDNsa4CgTRwcvLoPLZHXr9fvxsuGDR6dCLi2FxUFAwmz_uh_lCPsysOWxWEm2iFpNF7C-ZIzrKwC1j0-bogAMgd84l2ASqtseo8Ec_tCaFSAuUQn_ImybdlaB7REUCMakKEradA4i-omK-uJtCdkU17-k72y-MTDMYdxWwGAjRNXzwYULFnIZ7IqACCYWeHOvyYyxui1pRxSCGmfDBSR2MH_CF37EtVdjuWtKS6f855cvH0Xbl4qmxtgzwzIGBsCBcY8Kn5Zon005W3Cy0cjhqESPaPhmbyd-MD43myc1S-xssZmqBEdYZBCzqRHZ5oCRu2ZTWoVnYsU6L9kVn5U0LI_xXQ/3fb/L9fFLNT6S4Cgc6-z8jcMqQ/h0/9q3o5GFCzp3kFYsnYTX3KtBKYfI2dH5gPK4fLX1aMNI


In addition, given the tremendous benefits of standardizing fare structures for regional services (“Tier
3”) - which, based on the study, could bring 68,000 new daily transit riders and reduce over 800,000
daily vehicle miles traveled (VMT) from our roads - we strongly support progress toward Tier 3,
including setting up the appropriate decision-making structures and identifying the new funding
sources that can support that level of integration.

For comparison, the ridership increase associated with Tier 3 is similar to Caltrain’s ridership before
Covid, and the reduction in driving miles and pollution is four times that projected of Caltrain
electrification, one of our region’s flagship capital projects.

As the region works together to bring riders back to transit following the impacts of Covid, the study
indicates that providing integrated fares is among the most cost-effective strategies available to
increase transit ridership.

The study shows that the outcomes would be valuable to provide mobility for low-income residents; to
support our economy as the region recovers from Covid; to support needed housing; and to reduce the
region’s largest source of greenhouse gas emissions.

Lastly, we would like to encourage the Task Force and MTC to continue to keep open the possibility for
eventual movement to “Tier 4” integration, a fully integrated fare system as is currently in place across
many high-ridership regions. The business case indicates that some versions of Tier 4 may have the
potential to offer even greater ridership and VMT benefits than Tier 3.

In addition, MTC’s current wayfinding business case study shows an additional $150-$300 million in
economic and environmental benefits delivered by the deepest level of wayfinding and branding
integration, but which is dependent upon fully integrated fares consistent with “Tier 4” of the fare
integration study. And MTC’s polling shows about a 90% approval rating for wayfinding and fare
integration improvements.

The deeper levels of fare integration will require additional funding to achieve the substantial benefits.
And it will be essential for these strategies to be implemented in a manner that supports equity for
vulnerable residents and the financial viability of transit agencies. These decisions should be brought
into the region’s consideration of a potential regional transportation funding measure, as part of a broad
conversation about the goals and values for transit funding.

Thank you for your consideration,

Ian Griffiths
Policy Director, Seamless Bay Area

Tiffany Rodriguez,
Manager, Transportation Solutions, Associated Students, San Jose State University

Michael Gliksohn, Treasurer
Richmond Progressive Alliance
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https://mtc.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=9550888&GUID=E6A79FD0-5223-4899-AAD7-0FBC13E3FA0D


Helena Chang
Advocacy Program Manager, The Center for Independent Living (TheCIL)

Greg Magofña
Co-Executive, East Bay for Everyone

Debbie Toth
President & CEO, Choice in Aging

Lauren Weston
Executive Director, Acterra: Action for a Healthy Planet

Kathryn Hagerman Medina
Director, Customer Success, RideAmigos

Sheri Bruns
Executive Director, Silicon Valley Independent Living Center

Jonathon Kass
Transportation Policy Manager, SPUR

Vanessa Bohm
Urban Environmentalists

Jordon Wing
Streets for People Bay Area

Adina Levin
Friends of Caltrain

Riya Master
External Affairs Vice President, Associated Students of the UC

Kristina Pappas
President, San Francisco League of Conservation Voters

Angie Evans
Palo Alto Forward
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